
from these previous studies in its noting of "Prufrock"'s several instances of verbal as well as sit-
uational echoing of Hamlet.

3. There is evidence that the Hamlet stanza (111-19) was among the first to occur to Eliot in
his composition of "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock." John C. Pope prints a letter he received
from Eliot dated March 8, 1946. "When I went to Paris in the autumn of [1910]," Eliot told Pope,
"I had already written several fragments which were ultimately embodied in the poem. [... .I I
think that the passage beginning 'I am not Prince Hamlet,' a passage showing the influence of
Laforgue, was one of these fragments which I took with me, but the poem was not completed until
the summer of 191 1" (319).

4. All references to Hamlet are taken from Harold Jenkins, ed., Tze Arden Edition of the Works
of William Shakespeare: Hamlet.

5. Grover Smith notes that "the theme of frustrated action ... .] shapes Prufrock to the model
of a Hamlet regarded in one critical tradition (Coleridge) as incapable of acting, in another
(Bradley) as balked by his emotional state" (51). "Like Coleridge's Hamlet," Smith adds,
"Prufrock temperamentally substitutes mental activity for all significant action" (47). Smith's
point is anticipated by Robert M. Seiler (42).
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Lovecraft's CTHULHU MYTHOS

The term "Cthulhu Mythos" refers to a series of horror tales written by
Howard Phillips Lovecraft (1890-1937) and expanded on by others after his
death.' The most famous of these tales is, perhaps, "The Call of Cthulhu,"
from which the name of the series is derived. The "Mythos" refers to the
mythical cycle underlying these stories. Although the "Cthulhu Mythos"
includes such trappings as common names, places, gods, and so forth, how a
story evokes horror is what qualifies it as part of the "mythos." A mythos
story relies on "an expansive and devastating confrontation with the
unknown" (Fitzgerald 256) and on the character's realization of "humanity's
insignificant and unsteady place in the universe" (255). The names tradition-
ally associated with the Mythos-the Necronomicon and its insane author,
Abdul Alhazred, for example, and the gods Yog-Sothoth, Azathoth, and
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Shub-Niggurath, and so forth-are merely window dressing. At their core,
mythos stories contain a perversion of what Joseph Campbell called the
mythic cycle, or the monomyth. In the monomyth, a herald calls a hero into
a realm of myth and the unconscious where he confronts various tribulations
and emerges with a boon for his fellow men. However, for Lovecraft and his
imitators, this realm of myth contains only sorrow, insanity, and death; by
entering it one realizes the truth of humanity's insignificance in the universe.
"The horror felt by [Lovecraft's] protagonists arises [.. . out] of the fear of
knowing the unsuspected truth heretofore hiding just beneath the surface of
things" (Wohleber 1). The horror of this revelation arises from revealing the
insignificance and irrelevance of humanity. "The Music of Erich Zann," writ-
ten by Lovecraft in 1921, provides an excellent example of a mythos story-
particularly as it is devoid of distractions in the form of items and names tra-
ditionally attached to the mythos.

As "The Music of Erich Zann" opens, the narrator may or may not be
aware of the supernatural nature of the mythos. When the narrator first
hears Erich Zann's haunting music, he is unaware of its unearthly source:
"Thereafter I heard Zann every night, and although he kept me awake, I was
haunted by the weirdness of his music" (Lovecraft 85). This is analogous to
Joseph Campbell's "first stage of the mythological journey" wherein "des-
tiny has summoned the hero" (Campbell 58) and called him into the myth
world. Erich Zann's music (and the analogous heralds in other mythos sto-
ries) piques the interest of the narrator, moving him to investigate further.
"The longer I listened, the more I was fascinated, until after a week I
resolved to make the old man's acquaintance" (Lovecraft 85). Zann and his
music fascinate the narrator, just as Campbell observes "in these adventures
[. . .J an atmosphere of irresistible fascination about the figure that appears
suddenly as guide" (Campbell 55). Zann acts as the herald of which Joseph
Campbell speaks, with "the loathly, underestimated appearance of the car-
rier of the power of destiny" (Campbell 51-52). From here, the character is
drawn into the mythic world, even against his will: "A series of signs of
increasing force then will become visible, until [.. .] the summons can no
longer be ignored" (Campbell 56).

Intrigued by the appearance of the herald, the narrator investigates further.
"One night, as he was returning from his work, I intercepted Zann in the
hallway, and told him that I would like to know him and be with him when
he played. [. . .] He grudgingly motioned to me to follow him up the dark,
creaking, and rickety attic stairs" (Lovecraft 85). What the narrator finds
intrigues him even more, causing him to dig deeper. "He ... .] enchanted me
for over an hour with strains I had never heard before [. . .1" (85). He con-
tinues, even against his will, unwilling or unable to break away. "The attic
room and the weird music seemed to hold an odd fascination for me" (87).
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As the narrator learns more, he begins to conjecture about the supernatural

nature of what he is experiencing. "It was not that the sounds were hideous

1...] but that they held vibrations suggesting nothing on this globe of earth

[. .]" (88).
Finally, he learns the truth of the matter:

When I looked from that highest of all gable windows, looked while the
candles sputtered and the insane viol howled with the night-wind, I saw no
city spread below, and no friendly lights gleaming from remembered
streets, but only the blackness of space illimitable; unimagined space alive
with motion and music, and having no semblance of anything on earth. (90)

The narrator looks into the abyss-a traditional symbol of the human uncon-

scious that "is usually identified with the 'land of the dead,' the underworld"
(Cirlot 2-3). He realizes the truth, becoming aware of forces greater than

humanity can comprehend, and knowing his own insignificance in light of

them: "Lovecraft scoffed at the notion that humankind is central in the

scheme of things. [. . . Lovecraft] considered humanity no more important in

the big picture than the vanished pterodactyl" (Price 4). The sheer horror of

realizing that one is a flea on the back of creation, wholly irrelevant, beneath

the notice of the greater forces that populate the universe, is what evokes fear
in the narrator and the reader. Although some have called him a "humanist"

(Price 4), Lovecraft was, in truth, an anti-humanist, convinced of humanity's

irrelevance.
Finally, the character flees from the truth. "And then, by some miracle find-

ing the door and the large wooden bolt, I plunged wildly away from that

glassy-eyed thing in the dark, and from the ghoulish howling of that accursed

viol whose fury increased even as I plunged" (Lovecraft 91). Ultimately,

Lovecraft's narrator is destroyed by what he has learned. The narrator cannot
survive what he has learned.

The narrator's fate contradicts that of Campbell's hero:

The [. . .] monomyth requires that the hero shall now begin the labor of
bringing the runes of wisdom, the Golden Fleeces, or his sleeping princess,
back into the kingdom of humanity, where the boon may rebound to the
renewing of the community, the nation, the planet, or the ten thousand
worlds. (Campbell 193)

The hero of the monomyth returns with a boon that revitalizes both himself

and his community. Lovecraft's hero is destroyed by what he has gained;

Campbell's hero profits.
This is the fundamental difference between Campbell and Lovecraft:

completion of the mythic cycle, though painful, is ultimately a positive, life-

generating act for Campbell; for Lovecraft, this completion is a negative,

life-destroying act. Lovecraft saw the abyss, the realm of the human uncon-

scious, as revealing the true irrelevance of humanity in the greater scheme
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of things. Campbell's myth world may be dark and mysterious, but it is ulti-
mately positive. Lovecraft's myth world is cold and negative, with no place
for humanity in it.

-MARK LOWELL, Franklin, Massachusetts

NOTES

1. The best collection of Lovecraft's work is Arkham House's five-volume set: Dagon and
Other Macabre Tales, At the Mountains of Madness and Others, The Dunnwich Horror and Other
Stories. The Horror in the Museutm and Other Revisions (containing the stuff he co-wrote with
other authors), and Miscellaneous Writings. There is no definitive published collection of "Cthul-
hu Mythos" work; in fact, the undertaking would be essentially impossible; in addition to the
"recognized" authors (Chambers, Smith, Derleth, Howard, Campbell,.Long, et al.), there are also
many, many amateur authors. The total number of Mythos stories must run into the hundreds, if
not thousands. Arkham House and Chaosium are the two big publishers of Mythos work, and
between them they have most of the major authors in one form or another.
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Bogan's DIDACTIC PIECE

The eye unacquitted by whatever it holds in allegiance;
The trees' upcurve thought sacred, the flaked air, sacred and alterable,
The hard bud seen under the lid, not the scorned leaf and apple-
As once in a swept space, so now with speech in a house,
We think to stand spelled forever, chained to the rigid knocking
Of a heart whose time is its own flesh, momently swung and burning-
This, in piece, as well, though we know the air a combatant
And the word of the heart's wearing time, that it will not do without grief.

The limit already traced must be returned to and visited,
Touched, spanned, proclaimed, else the heart's time be all:
The small beaten disk, under the bent shell of stars,
Beside rocks in the road, dust, and the nameless herbs,
Beside rocks in the water, marked by the heeled-back current,
Seeing, in all autumns, the felled leaf betray the wind,
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